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All Distributors
New STEERING Sulky!

The pictures with this bulletin were taken of a production model STEERING Sulky which
we plan to put into production as quickly as possible. This sulky is an outgrowth of the
original GOC Riding Sulky formerly made and sold by the Gravely Ohio Company" The
orders that Gravely Dealers have placed with Gravely Ohio Company for their GOC Sulkies
have been fonwarded to us and will be filled from Dunbar as soon as our new sulkies are
available.

We believe that this Sulky will make a great diffeqence in the amount of Industrial Sales
we can make with Gravely equipment" It competes with--and, we believe, excels any
other Gang Mower and Sulky combination on the market today for ease and accuracy of
handling, safety, and general utility"
We recommend it for use with the Gangs. It makes handling them so easy a child can
operate the equipment.
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EASY HANDLING: You steer the Gangs with tight pressure on the Steering Wheel.
Takes less effort than moving an automobile steering wheel.

ACCURATE VI/ORK: The Steering Radius is such that you can mow with unexcelled
accuracy". " trimming operations, mowing along sidewalks, etc. , is done accurately
and easily.
STEERING WHEEL: Easy operation and work, because the steering wheel guides
the equipment in the same rnanner as an automobile steering wheel. Turn,the wheel
right to turn right, left to turn left. A few minutes practice and you can do tricks
with the Gangs.
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4, MANEUVERABILITY: Increased amazingly. You can mow around. a circle 18 inches
in diameter, at full speed, with this Steering Sutkyl

5. SAFETY: The Sulky swivel is constructed so it ie imposgible to strike the operatorrs
hands or legs with any part of the mechanism when he is sitting correctly in the
comfortable Sulky Seat. The Swivel Action of the Sulky is in the Wheels of the Sulky" . "

the operator'is fixed in relation to the Tractor.
6. INCREASED TRACTION: By using this Steering Sulky, the Gangs can be sold with

Dual Wheels which increase the Tractor Traction, and spreads the weight over a
greater area, which is advantageous in park, cemetery, and large lawn work"

To summarize--we believe we have the answer to any competition in the industrial mowing
field. The Gravely Tractor with this Steering Sulky will outmaneuver and outperform any
other equipment in its horsepower range.

STOLEN TRACTOR:

I rrl," Tractor #83735I SulkyI FIat Knife Mower

Notify: Mr. Gus Soteriades40Il East Main Street
Columbus, Ohio




